
Viewpoint: Once greatly critical of those using unregulated medications, liberals now
endorse unregulated puberty blocking drugs for kids as young as 10. Should we end
this dangerous ‘experiment’?

Tribalization does funny things to people. If you’d told me a decade ago that within a few years,
Republicans would be against Ukraine defending itself from a Russian invasion, and Democrats would be
pulling the Full Churchill to counter the Kremlin, I’d have gently asked what sativa strain you were smoking.

…

But would anyone have predicted that the Democrats and the left in general would soon favor a vast,
completely unregulated, for-profit medical industry that would conduct a vast, new experimental treatment
on children with drugs that were off-label and without any clinical trials to prove their effectiveness and
safety?
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The most authoritative and definitive study of the question has just been published in Britain, “The Cass
Report,” by Hilary Cass, one of the most respected pediatricians in the country. It’s 388 pages long,
crammed with references, five years in the making, based on serious research and interviews with
countless doctors, parents, scientists and, most importantly, children and trans people directly affected.

…

After weighing all the credible evidence and data, the report concludes that puberty blockers are not
reversible and not used to “take time” to consider sex reassignment, but rather irreversible precursors for
a lifetime of medication. It says that gender incongruence among kids is perfectly normal and that kids
should be left alone to explore their own identities; that early social transitioning is not neutral in affecting
long-term outcomes; and that there is no evidence that sex reassignment for children increases or
reduces suicides.

This is an excerpt. Read the full article here

https://andrewsullivan.substack.com/p/will-big-trans-be-held-to-account

